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Replicated Article:
Financial services to the poor

Poverty remains a global problem in spite of the efforts and half of the world population lives on less than $2.5 a day.\(^1\) The fight against poverty requires innovative ways to alleviate issues related to poverty including water and sanitation, hunger, health, and education to break the vicious cycle. Financial services for the poor have become a priority to tackle the poverty problem for these underserved populations. The essence of most of these financial services is to provide assistance through social transfer interventions. Studies have shown that financial services for the poor are associated with the improved consumption, savings, and welfare gain.\(^2,3,4\) The diverse forms and designs of transfer may incur different implementation costs and lead to various degree of success in behavior change, consumption increase, and welfare gain. Compared to in-kind transfers, cash transfers is not distortionary, can meet heterogeneous needs for welfare improvement, have psychological benefits by allowing choices, and have lower delivery costs.\(^5\) Compared to conditional cash transfer (CCT), unconditional cash transfer (UCT) is cheaper to implement but it may be inferior in improving outcomes related to conditions but superior in improving other outcomes.\(^5\) On the other hand, UCT might be spent on temptation goods and decrease welfare in the long run and its income effects could reduce labor supply.\(^6\)

In Kenya, studies have shown that UCTs have positive effects on economic outcomes and psychological wellbeing for recipients.\(^7,8\) The positive effects of UCT include increased consumption, food consumption, food diversity, reduced poverty, increased health expenditure and improved performance at school, with no inflation overtime nor reduced labor supply.\(^5\) Studies have also suggested that UCT leads to improved psychosocial wellbeing for participants.\(^8\) A recent study examines various cash transfer methods and finds that mobile money technology is particularly effective in Kenya.\(^9\) Recently studies increasingly adopted randomized experimental design that allows the examination of such differences to inform policy and program design in developing countries.

Study for Replication

The Haushofer and Shapiro 2016 study, “The short-term impact of unconditional cash transfers to the poor: experimental evidence from Kenya”, uses a randomized controlled trial to examine the effects of a large unconditional cash transfer (UCT) on economic outcomes and psychological wellbeing of poor households in rural Kenya. The study design also allows the examination of the differential impacts between transferring cash to husband versus wife, monthly transfers versus lump sum transfers, and large versus small transfer size.

The main analyses included examination of overall effects of cash transfers and the differential effects of treatment arms on indices in eight domains including assets, revenue, expenditure, food security, health, education, psychological well-being, and female empowerment. When estimating the main impacts of the UCT leads to improved psychosocial wellbeing for participants.\(^8\) A recent study examines various cash transfer methods and finds that mobile money technology is particularly effective in Kenya.\(^9\) Recently studies increasingly adopted randomized experimental design that allows the examination of such differences to inform policy and program design in developing countries.

The main analyses included examination of overall effects of cash transfers and the differential effects of treatment arms on indices in eight domains including assets, revenue, expenditure, food security, health, education, psychological well-being, and female empowerment. When estimating the main impacts of the UCT leads to improved psychosocial wellbeing for participants.\(^8\) A recent study examines various cash transfer methods and finds that mobile money technology is particularly effective in Kenya.\(^9\) Recently studies increasingly adopted randomized experimental design that allows the examination of such differences to inform policy and program design in developing countries.

The main analyses included examination of overall effects of cash transfers and the differential effects of treatment arms on indices in eight domains including assets, revenue, expenditure, food security, health, education, psychological well-being, and female empowerment. When estimating the main impacts of the UCT leads to improved psychosocial wellbeing for participants.\(^8\) A recent study examines various cash transfer methods and finds that mobile money technology is particularly effective in Kenya.\(^9\) Recently studies increasingly adopted randomized experimental design that allows the examination of such differences to inform policy and program design in developing countries.
Manski Bounds. These analysis results suggested that the spillover effects were small and unlikely to distort the treatment effects identified.

The authors reported statistically significant and economically meaningful impacts of cash transfers on economic outcomes and psychological wellbeing in the poor households in Kenya. Households received UCT reported significantly higher household consumption, asset holdings, monthly income, food security index, and psychological wellbeing index, but no significant improvement in health, education, or female empowerment index. The results comparing different treatment arms suggested that monthly payments were more likely than lump-sum transfers to increase food security while lump-sum transfers lead to higher levels of asset holdings. Compared to small cash transfers, larger transfers increased asset holdings and improved the psychological wellbeing of household members. There was little evidence that providing cash transfers to women vs. men differentially affects outcomes.

Haushofer and Shapiro’s study provides evidence of the short-term impacts of UCT on increasing consumption, asset holding, income, and psychological wellbeing in rural Kenya. The insights gained from the study shed light on the specific mobile money technology used and the transfer design in terms of recipient gender, magnitude, and frequencies that fit the developing world. The study also made a unique contribution to the health literature by examining the impact of UCT on health and psychological wellbeing of the recipients. A replication of this study will help verify these important findings and provide policy makers with solid evidence to select most effective and efficient policies to fight poverty.

Replication Plan

The investigators propose to conduct a replication study with three objectives: (1) conduct a push-button replication and pure replication, (2) conduct measurement and estimation analysis including conducting a statistical replication of study using different modeling methods and techniques and then (3) conduct theory of change analysis using multivariate linear model methods.

Aim 1: Push-button replication and Pure Replication

Aim 1.1. Push-button replication. Upon approval of the application, we’ll start push-button replication by requesting data and codes from the authors of the original study and regenerating main study findings using same data, measures, and codes from the authors.

Aim 1.2. Pure Replication. Pure replication will focus on replication of the overall treatment effects and the impacts of different treatment arms. We’ll follow the same regression methods and measures used by the authors to examine the impacts of the cash transfers. We plan to use SAS for the pure replication and expect to see similar results founds in the original study. If some results in the original paper cannot be generated we will conduct the authors and find reasons to ensure the key findings on the impact of UCT are reproducible.

a) Replication of the overall impacts of cash transfers and the differential impacts of recipient gender, transfer frequency, and transfer size on the indices of assets, income, consumption, food security, health, education, psychological wellbeing, and female empowerment. Same regression models will be run on all eight outcome indices and to obtain key results reported in Tables II. We’ll also examine baseline balance and the spillover effects and recreate Table I and III in the original article.

b) Replication of the overall impacts of cash transfers and the differential impacts of recipient gender, transfer frequency, and transfer size on individual outcome measures that composed of the indices of assets, income, consumption, and psychological wellbeing. We’ll run the same models to obtain key results reported in Tables IV-VI in the original article.
**Aim 2: Measurement and Estimation Analysis**

After the verification of the original analysis results, we will examine the robustness of the findings through additional analysis. The authors specified a pre-analysis plan and conducted rigorous data analysis including extensive robust checks on methods and measures. The study design was fairly convincing as well as the analysis presented. We propose to examine the study results by exploring alternative estimation methods, model specifications, outcome measurements, and sample inclusion criteria.

2.1 Alternative Estimation Method

The authors chose the ANCOVA model with village level fixed effects based on McKenzie 2012. ANCOVA estimates are preferable to Difference-In-Difference (DID) estimates for outcome measures with the high variability and low autocorrelation. While ANCOVA fits estimating economic outcomes such as income and expenditure that are subject to high variability and low autocorrelation, the DID model is suitable for studying highly autocorrelated and relative precisely measured outcomes in health and education domains. The authors applied ANCOVA on both economic outcomes and health and psychological wellbeing outcomes and identified effects on consumption and income but failed to find significant treatment effects on health and education outcomes. We propose to examine the two conditions for ANCOVA, the high variability and low autocorrelation, to validate the adoption of ANCOVA. We also propose to conduct DID analysis for outcome variables shows high autocorrelation.

The study used clustered randomized sampling method where randomization took in household and village level which entailed correlation of the error terms within these clusters. The authors modeled village-level fixed effects and controlled household-level correlation for individual level outcome measures. An alternative method for estimation of this type of data is generalized linear mixed models (GLMM), also known as hierarchical or multi-level models. This model allows for estimation of error terms that correlated in two levels of clusters and increase efficiency of estimation. We propose to conduct multi-level modelling at both the household and village level for psychological wellbeing indicators as it takes consideration of the nested structure of the data collected.

We propose to examine estimation method by the following steps:

a. **Validation of the ANCOVA used in the main analysis.**

   The model validation will focus on the examination of two features pertinent to ANCOVA, autocorrelation and variability, for eight indices.

   We will also check model assumptions for all models used in the analyses, especially, the normality of the data and equal variance assumption. If these conditions are not satisfied then will transform the data and redo the analyses. In addition, we will check the validity of using dummy indicator for missing variables in baseline.

b. **Conduct DID models for outcome measures with high autocorrelation.** It is hypothesized that health, food security, and psychological wellbeing measures in these poor households in Kenya have relatively large autocorrelation. We will use a cut-point of 0.5 for autocorrelation coefficient (ρ) as when ρ is smaller than this value ANCOVA is preferred to DID model. We then will compare results from DID models to the authors’ to examine the robustness of the treatment effects.

c. **Use multi-level modeling to take into consideration of household and village-level correlations when examining the treatment effects.** As the experiment follows a clustered randomized design at the village level and at the household level, we propose to use the multi-level modelling methods that controls for the correlation at the household and village
level for the difference in outcome measures. SAS procedure PROC GLIMMIX will be used for modelling.

2.2. Alternative model specification

The authors did not consider potential interaction effects of village to treatment effects and the interaction effects between recipient gender and transfer frequencies. Some underlying village features may moderate the impacts of cash transfers and adding the interaction terms in the model allows estimation of such effects. In addition recipient gender may be related to the effects of UCT as wife and husband may play different roles in making household decisions. We propose to examine two interaction effects, gender with treatment and village with treatment, in the model and test if these interaction terms are significantly related to the outcomes of interest.

2.3. Alternative measures of health, food security, and psychological wellbeing.

The study measured short term impacts of cash transfers on the outcomes of interests. The lack of significance of impacts of UCT on health, food security, or psychological wellbeing could be explained if these measures are expected to change only in a longer term. Alternatively, the lack of significant impacts may be due to the fact that the short-term relationship is not linear. For example, we do not expect that a one-time cash transfer increase the BMI values of the children linearly. Rather, it may change the likelihood of the children being in the normal range of BMI through increased access to food and nutrition. Thus, categorizing certain individual outcome measures in health, education, and psychological wellbeing may better capture the impacts. For health indicators, we are particularly interested in examining the treatment effects on BMI categories of children in the treatment households.

In addition, the authors used standardized indices in eight domains to reduce the number of outcome variables for estimation. While this practice is reasonable for conventional economic measures such as consumption, income, and asset holdings, it may not capture the underlying structure for complex measures of health, food security, and psychological wellbeing. We propose to conduct Principle Component Analysis (PCA) on certain variables in health, food security, and psychological wellbeing measures separately and identifying the underlying factors for examination. The main applications of the PCA analytic techniques are to reduce the number of variables and to detect structure in the relationships between variables. When there are a number of variables that measure similar underlying factors, the application of PCA will help identify the underlying factors (often fewer than the total number of variables) and suggest logarithms to calculate weighted index values of the factors based on raw observed data of the variables. We will conduct PCA by using SAS procedure PROC PRINCOMP. Based on PCA results we will define the principal components of measures in health, food security, and psychological wellbeing and compose new indices. We will also run ANCOVA or DID model on these new indices to examine the treatment effects based on the autocorrelation and variability of these new outcome measures.

Aim 3: Theory of Change Analysis

The paper is modelling the outcome measured after intervention using one variable ANCOVA or regression with adjustment of baseline measurements. The authors addressed the multiple inference issues by examining index measures of economic and health outcomes to reduce total number of regressions conducted and by applying FWER to control for the ‘false positive’ rate. As these outcome measures are potentially correlated, the authors also run SUR on the eight estimation equations and reported the joint significance. We propose to extend the study by conducting Multivariate Analysis on the eight indices and on the individual measures in each domain.
The multivariate analysis fits a simultaneous regression to multiple outcomes that are correlated. This methodology allows for the complete modeling of all data in one analysis, testing correlations between multiple outcomes, and directly estimating the difference in the association between treatment effects on multiple outcomes.\textsuperscript{16,19} By employing a multivariate model, it is possible to gain precision compared to estimating separate models for each outcome. We propose to conduct Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) to examine the differential treatment effects on the correlated multiple outcomes including asset holdings, consumption, income, and the health and psychological wellbeing. SAS procedure Proc GLM with multivariate setting will be used with adjustment for treatment effects. We plan to:

(1) Examine the treatment effects on the indices using multivariate analysis. As the index measures in each domain are expected to be correlated, the use of multivariate regression analyses or MANOVA allows tests for differential impacts of cash transfers on the economic and health outcomes.

(2) Examine the treatment effects on the individual outcome measures that composed the indices of assets, income, consumption, and psychological wellbeing. As the individual measures in each domain are expected to be correlated, the use of multivariate regression analyses or MANOVA allows tests for differential impacts of cash transfers on the individual outcomes in each of the four domains.

Conclusion

This replication study aims to validate the findings of Haushofer and Shapiro 2016 study on the impacts of UCT on income, consumption, and wellbeing of poor households in rural Kenya. The push-button replication and a pure replication will regenerate the results and validate key findings in the original paper. The alternative methodologies, model specifications, measurements, and sample inclusion criteria proposed in MEA help us understand the robustness of the impacts of UCT in rural Kenya. The MEA can potentially help us identify effects not addressed in the original study by using more efficient multi-level modeling technique and examining the potential interaction effects. Additionally, the multivariate analysis allows us to test the differential impacts of cash transfers in economic and health outcomes to inform policy decisions. All proposed MEA and Theory of Change analysis are not part of the analysis plan of the original authors. The proposed replication study plan is developed with no interactions with the data or code from the original study.

**Tentative replication study timeline**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Months 1-2</th>
<th>Months 3-6</th>
<th>Months 7-8</th>
<th>Months 8-9</th>
<th>Months 10-11</th>
<th>Month 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preparation: Data acquisition and management</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aim1. Conduct push-button and pure replication and regenerate tables I-VI</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aim2. MEA. Model validation and run DID models</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aim2: MEA. Explore alternative measures, model specifications, and sample inclusion criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aim3: Conduct multivariate Analysis of indices and individual outcome</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft and finalize replication report and write manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Research team

Our research team will consist of Dr. Hongmei Wang, Ph.D. and health economist, Assistant Professor of Health Services Research and Administration (PI), at University of Nebraska Medical Center (UNMC). Dr. Jiangtao Luo, Ph.D. and statistician, Assistant Professor of Biostatistics at UNMC (Co-PI). Dr. Wang has extensive experience in conducting evaluation and economic evaluations of health and medical interventions. Dr. Wang will contact the original study authors for data and be responsible to carry out the replication study plan and complete the study reports. Dr. Luo has expertise in the area of statistical methodology and modeling and had experience with replication study for 3ie. Dr. Luo will guide the research team in replication study design and conduct statistical analyses.
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